KEY WORD
Moved out 3/8s, cover behind winner half, led up into it, urged, okay to end. A better post, but
facing some class droppers here.
MYSTIC RULER
Stuck last from the outset, no chance into blazing mile. Takes noteworthy class dip and figures
for great trip. Big shot.
VICIOUS ALOICIOUS
Left fast 3wide to midturn lead, back out before half, lost cover 5/8s, held on well. Also in an
easier spot. Gotta use.
CANTHOLDMEBACKMACK
Sat in to far turn, out around gapper, back to rail str, urged, up wire. Steps back up after
besting softer. Confidence boost?
ROCKIN EDDIE
Looped, parked 3/8s, yielded, shuffled, stalled late. Another bit of class relief for Eddie.
WINONEFORDOUG
Led from gate, yielded to fave quarter, stalked, found room along cones, driven, away late. Luke
returns. Still a tough spot.
CRUSIN FOR YOU
Sped from gate, yielded, pocketed behind speed battle, led near wire, caught. Mooney's choice
here. Does he fire out again?
A AND C ARTIST
Sat in to far turn, edged out late in bend, urged, ran out of ground. Decent form but has
tactical issues from outside.

ITS A GREAT WHITE
Saved all ground to the lane, unable to make headway into fast final quarter. Extra week off.
James in the bike. Thought.
PEDIGREE BLUE CHIP
Moved from back with cover near half, good lead up, faded out late stages. Post relief. Steve
returns. Decent spot for him.
TWO BEAT
Left, tracked along cones, cleared in lane, urged, 3 across late. Hikes a notch, Braxten returns.
ADIOS AMIGOS
Parked past quarter, middle half breather, took pressure, lost to pocket rocket. Been tossing
mild hints. Slice maybe.
HE GRINS AGAIN
Sped 3wide to top, repelled quarter mover, battled to deep str, finally stalled. Excuses of late.
Not the worst stab here.
PH HIPPIE
Sent under urging, led mid turn, attacked by winner, gave way grudgingly. Drops, Luke's choice,
seems like the logical choice.

TO THE LIMIT
Rode cones throughout, failed to make any menacing moves. Extra week off. Sits a tight trip from
the pole. Slice?
MR VARSITY
Left well, took 3hole trip behind top pair, driven to save 3rd check. In store for another easy
run. Undercard contender again.
KING OF THE CROP
Out past quarter, behind sluggish rival, no chance at all. Better post for him here. Steve
returns. Deserves consideration.
ALMOST CUT MY HAIR
Sat in whole trip, picked up 4hole final bend, urged, even into quick panel. Figures to ride the
rail again and hope for part of it.
HEZA REAL DIAMOND

Sped from gate, yielded mid bend, chased to lane, urged deep in drive, up in time. Sharp form.
Does he fire out again and yield to Mooney?
ALLMYXSLIVENTEXAS
Parked half turn, braked to last bend, stormed home but couldn't deny pocketeer. Outside but just
a half-dozen players in here. Down the road again?

BRIANS MAGIC GIRL
Saved ground the whole trip, cleared, fair wire. Takes an easy trip and hopes for part of it.
ROYAL MISTRESS
Out near half, wide around stalled cover to be 1st over, couldn’t rally into 152. Some post
relief. One more thought.
SHOCK N AWE
Far back from post 10, had zero chance under the pace scenario. Inside tonight. That makes her
worthy of a look.
ALWAYSALITTLEMORE
Out past quarter to top, sped up far turn, some urging, away, wow. Luke stays. What's gonna be
the plan in here?
DANCINGONTHESAND
Moved from back on long train, not good flow, back to rail far turn, faded out from the chase.
Late speed specialist benefits from smaller field size.
VIRGIN EYES
Parked half turn, yielded to winner, tracked balance, easy 2nd best. She's probably firing out
too. Tactics will play a major role.
BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE
Broke approaching the start. Didn't look comfortable. Returns to a level where she has been
dominant. Can she control the pace here?

BUNKERHILL BILL
Out before quarter to top, set a snappy clip, some late urging to deny 2holer. On paper it looks
him and #2. Obviously a major player.
CHINA KING
Bided time to middle of last bend, took out 2nd over, angled, urged, flew, strong. solid form.
Favorable post. Also a gimmick must.
MYSTERY DRAGON
Sped from gate, yielded to quarter moving fave, chased balance, driven, 2nd best. Does he fire
out again? What's the plan?
MURDER MYSTERY
Left well, yielded to quarter mover, cleared midstretch, urged, 2nd best. Adds to the early speed
equation. Certainly usable.
BURNTISLAND BILLY
Off gate 2, quarter moved to top, attacked into str, stalled last eighth. Gerry hops aboard for
this.
ETHAN HANOVER
1st over into far turn, never covered, unable to sustain the bid. Obviously hindered by the
tougher post.
GENE EUGENE
Got away well, sat behind the top pair throughout, urged, best of the rest. Now he's got to
overcome much tougher scenario.
JAZZMANIAN DEVIL
Sat for 5/8s, moved up on rim far turn, no rally into fast final quarter. Third start back. What
does he do from 8?

RUE HANOVER

Left from gate, no pressure to far turn, attacked, stalled last eighth. Rail again. Hopes for a
slice.
LICKCREEK SPEEDWAY
1st out past half, sped on by leader into lane, urged to save the tie. Gonna sit in and sprint
home once more.
BERTHA VANATION
Out near half, covered to 3/4s, angled wide, broke, had some pace. Nick's choice. Gotta use too.
CENALTA GLORY
Saved all ground to the lane, cleared, urged, only fair. Mooney hops aboard. Not the worst stab.
CALIFORNIA ROCK
Rough approaching, broke, off gate 6-8, came first up near half, held tough to end. Luke's
choice. Edge again.
EXPLAINNOTCOMPLAIN
Reserved leaving, took out 2nd over far turn, no rally into fast heat. Will need some racing
luck.
MY MUDDY BUDDY
Came up behind fave near half, tried wide bid into lane, urged, best of the rest. Adds John.
Undercard?
PLATINUM TIME
Left to tuck, backed up to midstretch, cleared, driven, just fair. Steve's back. Fires out?
ASPLODE HANOVER
Left to pocket tuck, soft trip balance, asked, didn’t rally late. Dean's back but outer post is
an obvious concern.

DEWEYDIDDONEGOOD
Led at once, yielded to fave past quarter, chased to lane, surged along cones, won in hand.
Sharp, steps up.
MISTER HAT
Out 3/8s, surged to lead before 5/8s, repelled attacker, urged, tough. Hikes, better post. User.
SOME PLAYA
Led into turn, pocket behind winner midbend, tracked rest of mile, stalled late. Braxten takes
the drive.
SWAGASAURUSREX
Burst out 3/8s, led past half, pocket behind winner into far turn, marched hard balance. Tough
try. Drew better.
COZ AND EFFECT
Left, yielded, soft trip to top of lane, driven, closed well, 2nd best. Good form. One more
player.
BUZZ LIGHT
Rode the cones behind snappy pace, cleared, urged to save show. Tougher post. Should be closing
fast though.
GIGGLE MONSTER
Quarter moved, braked to far turn, sped home, no match for pocket rocket. Hikes, tougher post.
Plan?
CONTEMPORAY LEGEND
Out well before half, followed fave to far turn, kept marching, urged to get it. Outside, facing
rugged bunch. Adds Mooney.
PANCETTA
Settled in behind top pair, tracked to lane, urged, even into speedy final panel. Back outside.
Gonna need luck.

SAND AND ROCKS
Left to drop, yielded, chased the to pair to lane, faded. Tries Nick tonight.
DANCE TO THE WIRE

Came from back 4th over past half, followed 2rivals 3wide, urged to narrow gap. Inside. Adds
Jacob.
PANCHANTEDTIKIROOM
Parked half turn, edged out last bend, lots of cover, no rally. Mooney's choice over 2 others.
Thought.
CALL ME BENTLEY
Left fast, brushed back near quarter, moderated pace to lane, urged for another. Extra time off.
Adds John.
VILLA FOR RENT
Saved all ground to lane, had some traffic issues, was urged late. Also skipped a week. Adds
Braxten.
CUSTARDS DUNGEON
Parked eighth plus, soft trip to lane, found seam along cones, urged, away. Dean returns. Price
gonna drop.
LODI EAT MY DUST
Rode cones the mile, suffered from stretch traffic, tough to gauge. Post woes hinder.
PADDY MURPHY
Left well, pocket into bend, chased to lane, urged, saved place. Luke's choice. Does he fire out?
JOLTIN JOE
Reserved leaving, came on with excess cover far turn, tried wide bid, fair tuner. Second start
back but brutal draw.

OUTLAW BLUE BY YOU
Sent hard to top, battled the trip thru speed pace, tired into lane. Inside again. Hopes for
slice.
FLY AWAY
Out from half, excess cover, angled into lane, solid close to save 3rd. Hikes, Steve returns.
BEST DREAM SEEKER
Parked half turn, braked to last bend, attacked by winner, held well, 2nd best. Trainer steers
here.
MAJOR JESSE
Rode cones whole trip, cleared stretch traffic, fair off no use. Price thought.
ROLLING SEA
Way back through blazing fractions, angled for the drive, had a mild close. Post relief noted.
LUKES COWBOY
Away to protect, sat soft trip behind quick clip, urged, fair into fast mile. Another maybe.
MUSICIAN
Parked half turn to pocket, back out 3/4s, kicked wide, urged to save place. James gets the
drive. Leaves?
WESTERN DEVIL
Left 3wide the turn, parked balance attacking, stalled after 3/4s. Luke's choice. Probably
leaving too.
RAGINS FLIGHT
Out past half, took loose cover to lane, urged, failed to rally. Mooney's choice. Class drop
awakens?
WILDCAT BOBBY
Moved from back 4th over half, angled into lane, only a mild rally. In for 6K, brutal post the
result.

QUEENACE BLUE CHIP
Took cover round the last bend, angled into lane, only a mild rally. Rail, Steve returns. User.
PRODIGAL
Left well, pocket tripped to lane, never found the room he sought. James choice. Figures plenty
tough despite hike.
MY FRISKIE BOY

Shuffled to far turn, tried a wide bid, closed on well late. Been tossing mild hints.
DONTDOUBTTHELAKERS
Left well, burst out half, 3wide 5/8s to attack, caught deep str. Luke's choice. Big shot for all
the marbles.
COWBOYS DIRTYBOOTS
Looped into turn, parked past quarter, yielded, some traffic, only fair once free. John takes
the drive tonight.
BEAUS COWBOY
Looped leaving, ttook back. Failed to get involved. Hikes, adds Nick.
MAJOR LEGACY
Left on the float, ended up getting rimmed through snappy fractions. Dean returns. Another outer
post hinders.

SURPRISINGLY SWEET
Sat in to far turn, snuck out before 3/4s, urged, closed nicely. Mooney's back and she gets post
and class relief. Gotta use.
ALONG CAME JANE
Scratched 1/18, also eligible. she figures for an easy run in here. Undercard thoughts.
MARILYN
Sat in the trip, clear in lane, no close into blazing mile. Double class drop and James choice.
Deserves top billing.
PLACE AT THE BEACH
Hopped on cover train half, led up into it, urged to nail the one she followed. Sharp, steps back
up.
NO GUARANTEES
Led at once, yielded half, tracked to lane, stalled a bit. Adds Dean for this and gets a little
class relief too.
LA DIVA DE ROSA
Stuck at back to lane, cleared, had some good late interest. Without much speed she's again
tactically challenged.
GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Moved out past quarter, excess cover, gapped bit last bend, no chance. Jim takes the drive
tonight. Also hindered by post though.

BROOKLYN MOONSHINE
Sped from gate, took a major middle half breather, sped home under urging. Can she control the
pace again?
RED N HOTALLOVER
Left well, pocket behind pace slowing winner, tracked to lane, no rally. Braxten returns. Sits a
tight trip again?
SWEET ONE
Away well, settled in for easy run to the lane, only fair late stages. Luke returns to the sulky.
LLULI
Bided time from gate, moved out midfar turn but could only narrow gap on pace slowing winner.
Figures to fire out here. Major player.
MYSTICAL STORM
Came from after, moved 3wide midlast bend, rallied on well too late. Enough post relief too toss
into your gimmicks.
JOKER JOHN
Left with a few, parked full into moderate clip, flattened out when pace hastened. Nick's choice
in this one. Stab?
NANANA BAATMAN
Left with many, parked full 2nd over, gapped bit last bend, still held fair considering. Outside
again but wouldn't rule him out of it.

CROOKSHANKS
Left, parked full 3rd over, stalled out late stages. Third local start. Mooney gets the call.
Does have some speed too.

